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Abstract 

In this study we will investigate the evolution of manipulative and experientially devaluative             
business practices in the mobile game industry from the perspective of game designers. The              
focus will be placed on the use of Dark Design Patterns defined in previous research by Zagal                 
et al. (2013), significant changes since their cataloguing in said study, and the emergence of               
new ones. To do this, we isolate the different Game Modes of Coin Master and use Formal                 
Analysis to break down various systems and interactions. In order to identify Dark Patterns,              
we use Zagal et al. (2013) study, supplemented by a list of potentially exploitable cognitive               
biases found in the work of Mathur et al (2019) as our theoretical framework. We discovered                
that many of the previously defined Dark Patterns can still be found in Coin master, along                
with hitherto new and undefined ones, chiefly related to company or developer interests as              
opposed to the players’. Dark Patterns of monetary and temporal nature appeared to have a               
close connection as they often manifested together, also commonly underpinned by           
exploitation of cognitive biases. Our findings are indicative of an increased intensity of             
predation on players, primarily motivated by monetary gain and to the detriment of player              
experience. 

Sammanfattning 

I denna studie undersöker vi utvecklingen av manipulativa och upplevelsemässigt          
nedvärderande affärsmodeller i mobil-spelsindustrin ur en speldesigners perspektiv.        
Undersökningens fokus riktas mot användningen och inkluderingen av Mörka Design          
Mönster, definierade i en tidigare studie av Zagal et al. (2013), förändringar i dessa mönster               
sedan deras kategorisering i sagd studie, och uppkomsten av tidigare odefinierade mönster.            
För att genomföra detta isolerar och analyserar vi de olika spellägena funna i spelet Coin               
Master med hjälp av Formell Analys, och nyttjar i syfte av identifiering Zagal et al. (2013)                
studie, samt som komplement den lista över kognitiva bias framtagen i en studie utförd av               
Mathur et al (2019) som teoretisk grundstomme. Vi upptäckte att flera utav de redan              
definierade mönstren i Zagal et al (2013) forskning består i sin närvaro än idag i Coin Master,                 
beblandade med ett antal nya mönster, i överlag relaterade till företagets eller utvecklarens             
egna intressen istället för spelarens. Mörka Mönster av monetär och temporal karaktär            
påträffas ofta i samband med varandra, då i flera fall även med utnyttjande av kognitiva bias.                
Våra resultat är indikativa av en ökad vikt placerad på målsättningen att föregå värdet av               
spelupplevelsen i utvecklarens ekonomiska intressen, på spelares bekostnad. 

Key words: Dark (Design) Pattern, freemium, mobile game, (game) mechanic, manipulation  
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1. Introduction 

In this chapter we introduce the purpose, previous research, methods, the research question, 
theoretical framework and a brief overview of the paper’s structure. 

1.1 Dark Design Patterns 

In the year 2013, Zagal, Björk, and Lewis produced a study of Dark Design Patterns used by                 
game developers in order to increase their profits, at the expense of the player’s experience by                
more or less ethically questionable means. Since it was written seven years ago at a relatively                
early developmental period for the mobile game industry in particular, we believe that further              
evolution in business and design practices has occurred, and that the prominence of Dark              
Design Patterns have increased. There are many forms of Dark Patterns, but all of them may                
be considered as sharing central characteristics: “A dark game design Pattern is a Pattern              
used intentionally by a game creator to cause negative experiences for players which are              
against their best interests and likely to happen without their consent” (Zagal et al., 2013). 

The chief concern of our research is to investigate the prevalence of the Dark Patterns               
categorized and defined in the work of Zagal et al. (2013) in context of the most popular                 
mobile game today - Coin Master (Moon Active, 2016) and to identify any new Patterns               
developed across the period of 2013-2020, so to bring players awareness of them. In              
extension, we also wish to caution game developers about the moral ramifications of the              
inclusion of Dark Patterns in light of current discourse on the topic. 

In the article “Dark Patterns at Scale: Findings from a Crawl of 11K Shopping Websites”, 
Mathur et al (2019) outlined seven other forms of Dark Design Patterns divided in 15 
categories with a list of cognitive biases serving as an explanation of how they work. Those 
Patterns were explored in online shopping environments, and the elements present in in-game 
stores share many similarities, thus may have these cognitive biases applied to them as well. 

1.2 The Problem 

The research problem addressed is whether there are Dark Game Design Patterns as defined              
in “Dark Patterns in the Design of Games” by Zagal et al. (2013), in the most popular                 
contemporary mobile game on the Google Play Store, Coin Master, and if any new Patterns               
have emerged since the study’s conception. The motivation behind this research derived from             
an article “German regulator begins process to ban Coin Master game” (Sinclair, 2019.) in              
which we read about questionable monetization tactics of the game that might lead into its               
positioning on the black list of any media that have problematic content for the public (e.g.                
gambling in video games, pornography, violence), instigated by German Federal Review           
Board for Media Harmful to Minors (BPjM). The fact that it is the top positioned game on the                  
Google Play Store only emphasizes our motivation. We are game designers who wish to              
develop games with a mutual sense of respect between the players and the developers, and are                
against the arguably unethical approaches we perceive as saturating the market today. 
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1.3 Research Question 

Do previous definitions of Dark Design Patterns apply in the contemporary top game by              
popularity, Coin Master, and what new Patterns have emerged? 

1.4 Research Method 

We will be using Formal Analysis to collect and interpret data gathered through playing the               
game. This will be described in greater detail in the Method chapter. 

1.5 Disposition 

● Chapter 1 Introduction.  
● Chapter 2 Background and Theoretical Framework, including game description 
● Chapter 3 Method & Data Collection 
● Chapter 4 Analysis & Results 
● Chapter 5 Discussion 
● Chapter 6 Conclusion 
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2 Background 

The following is a presentation of our theoretical framework as well as definitions for relevant 
terminology used throughout the text. 

2.1 Dark Design Patterns Defined 

In the broadest sense within the online medium, “Dark Patterns are user interface design 
choices that benefit an online service by coercing, steering, or deceiving users into making 
decisions that, if fully informed and capable of selecting alternatives, they might not make" 
(Mathur et al., 2019). Though the environment that was studied in their paper was that of 
online shopping, there are a number of similarities with purchases available in mobile games. 
These will be further explained in subsection 2.2. 

Closer to our own specific area of research, the definitions presented by Zagal et al. (2013) in 
their study Dark Patterns in Game Design (2013) will act as a tool for identification. 
Following is a table of Dark Patterns found in their paper. 

 

Pattern name 

Grinding 

Playing by Appointment 

Pay-to-Skip 

Pre-Delivered Content 

Monetized Rivalries/Pay-to-Win 

Social-Pyramid Schemes 

Impersonation 

Table 1: Dark Patterns found by Zagal et al. (2013). 

2.1.1 Temporal Dark Patterns 

This first category is defined by Zagal et al. (2013) as, “[...]dark Patterns  related  to  time 
(here)  take  more  or less time  than  players  expected.  In  this  case,  the  player  is  being 
“cheated”  out  of  their  time". In addition to this, Zagal et al. (2013) proposes three 
questions to be asked in assisting the identification and verification of such Patterns. 

● Can the player develop a sense of the time commitment necessary to successfully play 
the game? 

● Are  the  player’s  expectations  of  the  time  commitment  significantly at odds with 
the actual time required? 

● How likely are players to feel they “wasted their time”? 
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Two sub-classifications of Temporal Dark Patterns receive definitions in this chapter of the 
paper, namely the concepts of ‘Grinding’ and ‘Playing by Appointment’ (later referred to as 
Play by Appointment) (Zagal et al., 2013). 

In short, Grinding was described by Nakamura (2009) as the performance of “[...]repetitive 
and tedious tasks...” and is often described in a deprecatory tone due to being generally 
considered as favoring time-investment above skill. According to Bojin (2008), grinding may 
even be as monotonous and predictable that it allows the activity to “[...]be conducted 
unattended by the ‘player’”. This low demand on any element other than time-commitment 
suggests its inclusion to serve no other purpose than artificially inflating the duration of play 
for a game. In online multiplayer games, player competitiveness plays a big role in motivating 
grinding in order to match opponents in power and resources. This design Pattern, and 
Temporal Dark Design Patterns in general, is particularly effective in young players and 
newcomers, who “[...]may  have  difficulties  judging  exactly  how  much time the game will 
actually demand” (Zagal et al., 2013). 

Playing by Appointment is explained by Zagal et al. (2013) to “[...]require  that  players  play 
at  specific  times  (and  or  dates)  as  defined  by  the  game,  rather  than  the  players”. This 
Pattern is exemplified in their paper by the core gameplay loop of planting and harvesting 
crops in FarmVille (Zynga, 2009). The player may plant a crop whenever they like, then wait 
for a set period of time before they are ready to be harvested for in-game resources. The Dark 
Temporal nature of this Pattern emerges through a mechanic that makes the crops wither if 
left untouched for too long, rendering them worthless. This forces the player to launch the 
game and harvest their crops within a certain time that the player has no control over, lest 
their time already invested in waiting for the crops to ripen is not to have been wasted. 

2.1.2 Monetary Dark Patterns 

These Patterns all involve money to some extent and may lead to “[...]players being deceived 
into spending more money than they expected or anticipated. They also include examples of 
spending money at unexpected moments. We note that we do not consider gambling (or betting) as 
a dark Pattern, because players are complicit in the interaction" (Zagal et al., 2013). There is a 
logical suggestion made of a connection between Temporal and Monetary Dark Patterns; 
money being seen as a motivating factor in designing an environment where players may be 
more likely to spend more time than was perhaps the player’s own intent. If it is possible to 
affect the player’s sense of time through game design, it may as well be possible to also affect 
the player’s sense of monetary value. Gambling and betting with money, even in forms where 
the player is heavily disfavored, are not considered Dark Patterns according to Zagal et al. 
(2013) due to the player’s own complicity in the act. In other words, the player takes on the 
responsibility through their participation, without which it is not possible to bet or gamble. 
The player decides to bet or gamble with their money and understands that they may lose it. 
What will be explored further on the topic of this category of Patterns is the grey-zone of 
potentially non-complicit gambling and effects that cognitive biases may have on player 
decision-making. We will return to the topic of gambling in the Discussion chapter of this 
paper, but wish to also underscore our purposeful distancing from the topic for the purposes 
of this study. 

As seen in subsection 2.1.1, what was also introduced were the concepts of Pay to Skip, 
Pre-Delivered Content and Monetized Rivalries (Zagal et al., 2013). 
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Pay-to-Skip is a Dark Pattern that provides the player with an option to skip or reduce the time 
spent waiting for an action to be fulfilled. In the mobile game Tiny Tower (NimbleBit, 2011) 
the player may use standard in-game currency to add another floor to their tower where they 
may house new tenants. The construction of the new floor takes an increasing amount of 
hours to complete per additional floor built, but the player can spend in-game premium 
currency to shorten the process. The Monetary aspect comes with the ability to purchase the 
premium currency for real money. It is possible to earn premium currency without paying for 
it, but it is very slow and will often not allow the player to collect enough of it in time to 
immediately use it to skip construction times. This fact arguably makes this example a 
Monetary Dark Pattern facilitated by the Temporal Pattern of grinding; in order to skip 
construction, the player must either grind or pay for premium currency. If the premium 
currency was more freely available, the tedium of grinding would be significantly lessened 
and as such, the motivations behind buying it reduced. 

Pre-Delivered Content is, in the words of Zagal et al. (2013), “[...]a  Pattern  where  certain 
game  content  or  functionality  is  provided  in  the  purchase  of  a  game  (i.e.  the  files  are 
already on the disc or included in the downloaded executable), but is unavailable until the 
player pays an additional fee". In this Pattern, the player’s understanding of the value of the 
game they have purchased is undermined by locking content already on the disc or in the 
game files—which are already in possession of the player after purchasing it—behind 
additional required payments. Street Fighter X Tekken (Capcom, 2012) is brought up as a case 
of Pre-Delivered Content by Zagal et al. (2013) where the original retail price in the US 
“[...]was  $30  and  for  an  additional  $20  players  could  unlock  twelve  characters  whose 
data  was  already  included on the disc". 

Zagal et al. (2013) uses, among others, an element of Candy Crush Saga (King, 2012) as an 
example for Monetized Rivalries. After completing a level, the player is shown their score and 
a leaderboard displaying how well they did compared to their Facebook-friends. If a player 
uses powerful boosters, available for purchase through the in-game store, they stand a 
considerably better chance than their peers to earn themselves a top spot on the level 
leaderboard. At its core, this Pattern “exploits player competitiveness; encouraging  them to 
spend money they would not otherwise in order to achieve in-game status such as a  high 
placement on a leaderboard" (Zagal et al., 2013). Important to note is that Monetized 
Rivalries and Pay-to-Win are not meaningfully separated in Zagal et al. (2013) study as the 
former implies the latter. For the purposes of our research though, they will be referred to as 
different forms of the same core characteristic of Dark Pattern, with one key distinction: 
Monetized Rivalries requires elements of player-versus-player competition, while Pay-to-Win 
may emerge without it. In other words, the naming of a specific instance of Dark Pattern will 
adhere to whether it is motivated by competition between players. 

In order to identify Monetary Dark Patterns in games, the following questions outlined by 
Zagal et al. (2013) will serve as tools and guidance: 

● How likely is the player to regret having spent money to play the game?  
● How  likely  is  the  player  to  “lose  track”  of  how  much  money he spends while 

playing the game? 
● Is  the  player  aware  of  what  she  is  getting  in  return  for  her money when she 

spends it? 
● How likely is it that the player will inadvertently spend money in the game?  
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● Is the player aware of how much money he will have to spend in order to achieve his 
goals in the game? 

2.1.3 Social Capital-Based Dark Patterns 

Zagal et al. begins by claiming that, “playing  games  is  undoubtedly  a  social  activity" 
which we will discuss in the following paragraph.  This category includes “[...]examples 
where  the  players’  social  capital,  loosely defined as the value of their social standing and 
relations, is  being  risked" (Zagal et al., 2013). Before presenting the questions to be asked in 
order to determine whether a design element may be classified as a Social Capital-Based Dark 
Pattern, it is worth pointing out the possibility of a game including no inherently social 
interactions while the presence of this category of Dark Patterns still persists. 

To elaborate on what qualifies as a social interaction, W. V. Siricharoen (2018) states that, 
“Social  influence means the effects of behavior and attitudes of one person to another. As for 
social interaction means that the behavior of one’s influences each other”. They go on to 
describe human-to-computer interaction as a form of system where, “Users are able to pass 
commands that allow the computer to work as needed. The interaction between computers 
and users occurs at the user interface in both software and hardware...” (Siricharoen, 2018). 
It appears that human-to-computer interactions are inherently imbalanced, rendered so by the 
computer’s lack of free will. It is simply an object the human acts upon and commands, 
contrasting the relatively mutual exchange occurring in human-to-human social interactions 
where either party may influence the other. Despite this, it could be argued that a computer 
may influence the behavior of the user as well, though not by their own volition but rather in 
acting as a medium for another human through which communication is established. By this 
line of reasoning, one might come to the conclusion that this form of communication, albeit 
indirect, is indeed a social interaction. Thus, we will be treating it as such for the purposes of 
this paper and conclude that video games are always a form of social activity unless the game 
was created by a non-human intelligence. 

As for the sub-classes of this category of Dark Patterns, Zagal et al. describes two concepts: 
Social Pyramid Schemes and Impersonation (Zagal et al., 2013). 

To begin, Pyramid Schemes exist outside game design, defined in the Cambridge Dictionary 
(2020) as a (illegal) business practice to deceive “[...]investors (= people giving money to a 
company hoping to get more back) in which money that a company receives from new 
customers is not invested to their advantage, but is used instead to pay debts owed to existing 
customers”. A Social Pyramid Scheme in the context of Dark Patterns are “[...]games (that) 
encourage   players   to   invite   their   friends   to   participate" (Zagal et al., 2013). This is 
often incentivised by offering the player rewards or personal benefits in exchange for inviting 
new players. The freemium model of course makes this far more effective as the invitee has 
immediate access to the game without any initial investment. It is important to remember, as 
Zagal et al. (2013) points out, that “Not  all  of  them,  however,  provide  tangible  in-game 
benefits  for  doing  so,  nor  do  they  implicitly  require  players  to  make  use  of  their 
social  connections  in  order  to  make  adequate  progress  in  a  game". In Candy Crush 
Saga (King, 2012), for example, the player may benefit from having contacts to exchange 
extra lives with to allow additional attempts to complete levels beyond what is given to the 
player every 30 minutes by the game. The entire game is in spite of this perfectly playable 
without them. To contrast this, inviting friends to play FarmVille (Zynga, 2009) comes with 
benefits such as a larger plot of land, bonuses, trading resources, tending each-others’ farms 
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and leads to progress otherwise unlikely to be reached without spending money or a vast 
amount of time. These elements together constitute the manipulative nature of this Dark 
Pattern. It comes not from being able to invite friends to play but rather, as Zagal et al. (2013) 
ominously puts it, “[...]from  the  entrapment  that  other  players  experience  –  they  feel 
socially  obliged  to  play,  and  must also  start  to  invite  more  people  to  join  the  game. 
Not  only  are  they  trapped  in  the  pyramid,  they  must continue to make it grow". 

It’s common in mobile games for the player to see some form of representation of other 
players in the game. In Candy Crush Saga (King, 2012), the player may receive a notification 
when another player or friend has sent them an extra life, and other players are shown in the 
leaderboards at the score screen for each level. For the purpose of this study, this will not be 
considered an issue of Impersonation. Instead, Zagal et al. (2013) explains that, “The problem 
is when the game impersonates other players by communicating actions they never 
performed, thus misleading the player about the activities of their friends in the game". This 
sentiment points suspicion towards the seemingly inane notification, in the example above, as 
possibly a friend’s name and profile picture being used by the game to disguise itself and 
deliver messages without that friend’s knowledge. Allowing some games access to one's 
social media profile for an “allegedly benign purpose (e.g. finding friends who are already using 
that service), but then goes on [to] publish content or send out bulk messages using your account 
- i.e. from you” (Zagal et al., 2013) is one of the risks associated with this Dark Pattern. The 
consequences of this for the player may be a negative impact “[...]on their real-life social 
relations, especially  those that are not interested in the game" (Zagal et al., 2013). Furthermore, 
it is possible that players may be coerced to act in a certain way, motivated by whom they 
perceive to be a friend, that they would not otherwise if they were aware of being told to by the 
game itself. 

The questions that are to be used in order to determine a game design element’s qualification 
for Social Capital-Based Dark Pattern are presented by Zagal et al. (2013) as twofold: 

● Could the player’s social standing (friends, respect, etc.) be diminished as a result of 
playing the game? 

● How  likely  is  the  player  to  feel  that  she  must  play  primarily because of a sense 
of social obligation? 

2.2 Other Forms of Dark Design 

There is a richness of defined Patterns outside of Game Design as well. As was briefly 
brought up in subsection 2.1, Mathur et al. (2019) have divided Dark Patterns into their own 
categories with online shopping as context. We will consider in-game purchases comparable 
with online shopping, with two distinctions. First, instead of taking place on a website, it takes 
place in the interface of a mobile game application. Second, the element of gameplay is 
present in the latter and may play a supporting role in the function of a Dark Design Pattern. It 
is stated in the paper that their taxonomy model, “[...]explains how dark Patterns affects user 
decision-making based on their characteristics as well as the cognitive biases in 
users—deviations from rational behavior justified by some ‘biased’ line of reasoning—they 
exploit to their advantage" (Mathur et al.,.2019). The 6 cognitive biases listed proceeding this 
explanation are: 
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1.  Anchoring Effect: The tendency of individuals to overly rely on an initial piece of 
information—the ‘anchor’—in future decisions. 

2. Bandwagon Effect: The tendency of individuals to value something more because 
others seem to value it. 

3. Default Effect: The tendency of individuals to stick with options that are assigned to 
them by default due to inertia. 

4. Framing Effect: The tendency of individuals to reach different decisions from the same 
information depending on how it is presented. 

5. Scarcity Bias: The tendency of individuals to place a higher value on things that are 
scarce. 

6. Sunk Cost Fallacy: The tendency of individuals to continue an action if they have 
invested  resources into it, even if that action might make them worse off. 

With these in mind, it will help argue the potential negative consequences for players as well 
as the effectiveness of some Dark Patterns in mobile games. More importantly, we believe 
this points to an inherent, human vulnerability to certain forms of manipulation. Being aware 
of one’s weaknesses could be a crucial step towards making more well-informed decisions in 
regards to the subject at hand. 

2.3 Free-to-Play and Freemium 

Often these two terms are conflated, but there is an important distinction. Free-to-Play is 
simply a game that requires no purchase or subscription to be played. Freemium is what a 
game is called that has no initial cost, but instead features premium services or versions that 
may be purchased after the fact. To emphasize the distinction: A Free-to-Play game is not 
Freemium by definition, but for a game to be considered Freemium, it must also be 
Free-to-Play.  

The Free-to-Play model has been discovered as being an effective way to spread a product to 
more customers than typically possible; the product or service being free means accessibility 
to anyone with a device to play or use it on. This also helps it spread via word of mouth from 
person to person as there is no barrier of entry if one happens to be curious to try it for 
themselves after being told by a friend or family member. Owen Mahoney who was the 
financial officer of Nexon, the company who started this trend with their 2003 MMO RPG 
title Maple Story, was quoted by the Financial Times to have said, “The science of getting 
people to buy a $60, 60-hour game experience on a DVD in a box is a very hard thing to do. 
In our view, it’s a broken or really challenged business model" (Nuttall, 2012). We believe it 
is reasonable to assume that the developer wishes the player to make purchases in-game, in 
part seeing as this would be the only source of income from a Freemium game besides 
advertisements. The mere inclusion of microtransactions imply this intent as it would be odd 
to make the option available and create the assets for the feature without meaning for player’s 
to interact with it. That being said, it remains altogether impossible to know definitively the 
true intentions of the developers without their own explicit statement, and not even then is it 
certain beyond what may be theorized. 
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2.4 Microtransactions 

A typical, nearly ubiquitous feature in Freemium games. Microtransactions are a form of 
purchases available in-game, ‘micro’ indicating the size of the prices. These in-game 
purchases may come in the form of upgrades and power-ups to be used to help the player, 
in-game currency to buy other in-game items for, loot boxes, expanded options for 
customization e.g. disable ads or display in-game ranking in one’s profile. Depending on their 
effect and relationship to other game mechanics, their inclusion may be categorized as a Dark 
Pattern. To exemplify this, if completing an action in a game requires the player to wait for X 
amount of hours or days before progressing and a microtransaction in the game allows the 
player to fast-forward the timer of said action, that would be considered a Monetary Dark 
Pattern. The player is heavily incentivised to make the purchase to skip an arbitrarily long 
period of inactivity in order to progress. If there is a way to skip a several-hour waiting time 
for an action to happen, we will regard it as an unnecessary and possibly manipulative design 
decision, especially if the means of skipping requires the player to pay for it with real money. 

2.5 Pop-up Prompts 

A common occurrence in games used to notify or remind the player of various things. Pop-up 
implies that something, often a window with text and/or images appears on the screen, not 
intentionally triggered to do so by the player. They must be manually closed by the player to 
access the usual interface. For example, they may notify the player of items available as 
microtransactions via the in-game store that are on a discount, providing the player with the 
option of making a purchase directly in the pop-up window, alternatively closing it. This 
characteristic is what makes it a prompt; it calls for the player to make a decision or perform 
an action.  

2.6 The Object of Study 

Coin Master is the most popular mobile game on Google Play Store according to their own 
in-app interface as of 2020-04-07. The goal of the game is to earn different resources, 
primarily coins, via a slot machine. These will in turn be used to build a village, defend it and 
attack other players to plunder their resources. There is a limit to how many times you can 
play the slot machine before having to wait for a refresh timer. In-game purchases are 
available to bypass this restriction. It was released for Android and iOS in 2016 by Israeli 
developer Moon Active. 
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3. Method and Data Collection 

Considering the format of this study, Formal Analysis as described by Lankoski & Björk              
(2015, pp. 23-34) will be applied for data collection. This was deemed appropriate seeing as               
Coin Master will be played thoroughly over many play sessions and its elements then              
excavated from the greater framework of the game to be closely examined individually. The              
elements will then be analysed in relationship to one another. Common terminology attributed             
to this method as well as the underlying motivations behind using it will be explained in                
subsection 5.3. 

3.1 Setup 

To conduct the study, we have 2 Android (one running version 8.0.0 ‘Oreo’ and the other                
running version 10.0) devices, 1 for each researcher, that will be used to play the chosen                
game. Findings will be noted in written form and accompanied by related screenshots. 

3.2 Elements of Importance 

During the course of our research, certain features will stand out more to us, as in part dictated 
by the theoretical framework for identifying Dark Design Patterns (Zagal et al., 2013). We 
will pay more attention to Patterns previously defined and already familiar to us, as well as 
various systems potentially connected with in-game stores. We will comb the data for hitherto 
undefined Dark Patterns since it is a core part of our study to determine whether there has, in 
the years since the publishing of Dark Patterns in the Design of Games, emerged any new 
forms of Dark Design Patterns. In addition to Design Patterns, we will also look at effects that 
may not be possible to define exclusively in context to mobile games. This is where we will 
look at the cognitive biases brought up by Mathur et al. (2019) to help us understand any 
plausible intent behind a particular design decision. 

3.3 Alternative Methods 

Given the nature of this study, Template Analysis was also considered as a primary or               
supplementary form of analysis. We ultimately decided to prioritize a greater focus on Formal              
Analysis since it will help us in our goal of a thorough, in-depth analysis of the smallest                 
elements of various game mechanics and their effects, as opposed to observing the broader              
implications, facilitated by Template Analysis. A more thorough overview of Template           
Analysis may be explored in King et al’s (2015) article on the topic, but as has already been                  
stated it will not be relevant for the purposes of this paper or the readability of it. 

3.4 Data Collection and Interpretation 

Formal Analysis is a method used to examine a specific artifact by “[...]asking questions              
about the elements that constitute the parts of the work and the role of each element in the                  
composition as a whole" (Lankoski & Björk, 2015). It has been used in past studies by David                 
Myers (2010) to analyse gameplay, and before him by Holopainen & Björk (2005) to identify               
design Patterns. In this study, we are doing both. The approach looks at elements without               
consideration for context, as Lankoski & Björk (2015) put it, “without regarding which             
specific people are playing a specific instance of the game". One point to take note of is how                  
games are described as potentially both an artifact and an activity. As we will be looking at                 
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not only the game’s systems but also how they are interacted with and what effects they                
produce, both to the player and in relation to other systems, we will leave it with blurred lines                  
and not make any distinctions.  

Research via this method is most often carried out either by “[...]researchers playing the              
game or through observation of others playing the game" as these modus operandi yield the               
most genuine experience and understanding of the game and its components. It is also              
possible to conduct particular experiments during gameplay. In the instance of applying            
Formal Analysis to games, we will be looking at what Lankoski & Björk (2015) summarize as                
“[...]the systemic features of the game such as game elements, rules, and goals". They have               
divided these into comprehensive and structured terminology in what they call the ‘anatomy             
of games’, which will play a crucial role in this study. 

3.4.1 Primitives 

Primitives are a collection of the building blocks of a game. Lankoski & Björk (2015)               
elaborate that “[...]the instances of primitives and their associated values define the            
gamestate. This is not a primitive...”. It is, in essence, the same difference as in the case of                  
time and space. As time (gamestate) progresses, it may change the position and attributes of               
an object (primitive) in space (primitive). One particular gamestate contains all the            
information of primitives present in that state. 

3.4.2 Components 

For improved specificity, Components are divided into two types: those that are able to be               
manipulated by player actions, and those that define the game space. In other words, the               
former are “[...]individual entities define(d) by a game that has values and can be              
manipulated”, and the latter are characterized to a great part by how they set “[...]the               
boundaries which game components cannot move outside" (Lankoski & Björk, 2015). 

3.4.3 Actions 

There are three categories of actions defined by Lankoski & Björk (2015): Player Actions,              
Component Actions, and System Actions.  

As inferred by its name, Player Actions are “[...]the actions that players initiate" (Lankoski &               
Björk, 2015). An example of this may be found in the original Super Mario Bros. (Nintendo,                
1985) where the available Player Actions are to move left or right, jump, and sprint. 

Component Actions carry with them an innate problem brought up by Lankoski & Björk              
(2015). For a Component to initiate an action, one must be able to regard the Component as                 
having some form of agency to act. If the Player steps on a pressure plate which triggers an                  
event, this will not be considered to be an act of the Component’s agency since it was the                  
interaction with the Component by the Player that initiated it. There is a deeper discussion to                
be had regarding the agency of Components in this context, but we will not further facilitate it                 
in this study. For the purposes of this paper, Component Actions are actions initiated by               
‘agents’—”Components that can be perceived as intentionally initiating actions...”—as         
defined by Lankoski & Björk (2015). 

Beyond both Players and Components, game systems may also perform actions. Lankoski &             
Björk (2015) concisely define System Actions as “actions not perceived to originate from             
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players or components". Two examples of common System Actions are timers and            
score-counters. 

3.4.4 Goals 

In general, Goals are what players should aim to achieve in a game, or in more technical                 
terms, “[...]descriptions (of) what overall conditions of the gamestate have specific           
significance for the gameplay" (Lankoski & Björk, 2015). Goals exist both as short-term             
milestones (reach the flag to access the next level in Super Mario Bros. (Nintendo, 1985)),               
and as long-term ambitions (defeat King Koopa and save Princess Peach (Nintendo, 1985)).             
To summarize, various Goals are found in the moment-to-moment gameplay, and the            
accumulation of all previously completed Goals will eventually lead to a greater Goal of the               
game, which in turn will lead to an even greater Goal, and so on. This is called a Goal                   
Structure. 

There are both Obligatory and Optional Goals. Obligatory Goals are required to win the game               
in some manner. Optional Goals are described by Lankoski & Björk (2015) to “[...]typically              
offer players alternatives in strategies and tactics in that their rewards may help (in) reaching               
the obligatory goals but requires extra effort or shift in focus of the gameplay". 

Rewards in some form are given to Players for achieving a Goal. These can be “[...]game                
components and values in the gamestate...”, such as points, “[...]but also that the next part of                
the game becomes available" (Lankoski & Björk, 2015). Steve Swink has a view on Goals               
congruent with the definition of Goals and Goal-Hierarchies found in Lankoski & Björk’s             
chapter on Formal Analysis. Swink (2009) states that, “A goal trickles down to become              
different layers of intent". We would like to broaden the scope of what may be regarded as a                  
Reward into the field of Steve Swink’s Game Feel (2009). A core factor in Game Feel is                 
feedback, and a concept aptly named ‘juice’. 

The language used to discuss games has yet to be defined outside of conversation on one                
specific game. This includes describing the way a game feels to play. This topic will be                
explored further in context to the games tested, but for the time being, different forms of                
feedback, such as screen-shakes, flashing colors and sound effects will be viewed as a viable               
type of Reward by itself, or a means to amplify the impact of receiving a Reward. 

What Lankoski & Björk also bring up is the possibility of players setting their own Goals                
outside the boundaries of the game, such as passing the time, socializing, or learning. These               
are considered to be beyond the scope of this method.  
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4 Analysis & Results 

As foreword, it is worth pointing out that we will not make any purchases in the game. We                  
will play it for free and discuss Player Components and Player Actions obtainable from the               
in-game stores and their applications in a speculative tone. 

4.1  Formal Breakdown of Coin Master 

The game Coin Master falls into a casual gaming genre. It is about building villages through a                 
progression of levels. There are a total of 230 levels as of 2020-04-29. 

4.1.1 Game Modes 

Game space components consist of a number of screens which we have categorized by what               
we will refer to as Game Modes: Building Mode, Village Shop, Slot Machine Mode, Raid               
Mode and Attack Mode (variations of the same base, differentiated by their respective unique              
Components and Player Actions), Lottery Wheel Mode, Pet Mode. There are additional            
menus and in-game shop screens, but we will not be looking at these unless they may add                 
value to our research. We made an exception in the case of the Village Shop screen for this                  
exact reason, which will be further discussed in subsection 4.2.1. 

4.1.2 Game Components 

The game has the following types of components: village structure, village shop button,             
upgrade action button, slot machine reels with six (plus one for timed events) different              
symbol, lottery wheel divided into eight segments with one different numerical value            
respectively, the result indicator, spin action button, golden lottery wheel, pay-to-spin button,            
attack reticle, shield, rhino, tiger, fox, dig marker, coin, card, chest, food, experience potion. 

4.1.3 Actions 

There are a total of eight Player’s Actions: upgrading village structures, playing the slot              
machine, activating and/or leveling up a pet, spinning the lottery wheel, choosing the target              
player, attacking, digging. 

Component Actions are composed of the following: the Fox component digs additional coins             
during Raid Mode; the Rhino defends an attacked structure component; the Tiger component             
steals extra coins from the attacked structure component, the shield component protects an             
attacked structure component once, a structure component displaying an attack reticle           
component in Attack Mode if they can be attacked. 

In terms of System Actions, there is significantly more activity: random outcomes of the slot               
machine and lottery wheel, random placements of the raid rewards on dig marker             
components, many in-game timers, spin count, star count, coin count, shield component            
count, selecting player for raid or attack, timed event challenge tracker and milestone rewards,              
and pop-up prompts. 

4.1.4 Goals 

There exists within the game a hierarchy of goals to reach. At its core, these are: win coins                  
from Slot Machine Mode, use coins to perform upgrade actions for village structure             
components, complete all upgrade actions for the current village in order to proceed to the               
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next level. Aside from this core loop and progression, there are smaller looping goals              
pertaining to the other Game Modes. During Attack Mode, the goal is to attack a structure                
component to earn coins. In Raid Mode, the goal is to perform a digging action on three out of                   
four dig marker components containing rewards. In Card Collection mode, the goal is to              
complete sets of card components, two of which will unlock one of the two pets respectively.                
The goal of Pet Mode is to level up the pets in order to increase the benefits of their unique                    
component actions. Finally, the goal of Lottery Wheel Mode is to win coins. All of these are                 
decided by random outcomes outside the player’s influence, not by the player’s skill. 

4.2 A Closer Look 

In this subsection we will start by giving an overview of our first play session of Coin Master. 
After that, we will break down the game using the Formal Analysis framework before 
covering each Game Mode found in the game. Each Game Mode subsection will begin with 
an analysis of the relationship between components and player actions and how they function 
in regards to short and long-term goals within the Game Modes. Finally, we will list and 
organize any emerging Dark Patterns found by ones previously defined by Zagal et al. (2013), 
and ones that were not. As for the implementation of features and game elements, we wish to 
call into attention the fact that we may never know with complete certainty the actual 
intentions of the developers. What is claimed regarding them in this study should be viewed 
as motivated deductions, not as absolute facts.  

Upon launching the game for the first time, two options are available. It is possible to either 
play using one’s Facebook account, or as a guest. The ‘guest’ button is markedly smaller, 
colored a dull grey, and located below the Facebook button which is blue and has the text 
“PLAY” on it, implying by design how one should be considered as more attractive than the 
other. Strengthening this sentiment regarding the developers’ intent to be such, pressing the 
grey guest button opens a pop-up prompt reading “Are you sure? Guests can’t play with 
friends...” followed by, effectively, the same two options again. They promise not to post to 
Facebook on the player’s behalf, which means that, by our own method of identification, this 
does not qualify as an attempt to Impersonate the player on social media or send spam 
messages via their profile.  

Continuing past this pop-up puts us in Village Building Mode and after a brief tutorial we are 
introduced to the Slot Machine Mode. The core gameplay loop consists of switching between 
these two modes primarily, obtaining coin components from playing the Slot Machine Mode 
to spend on upgrading various buildings in Village Building Mode in order to eventually 
progress to the next level and village. Coin components are gained randomly depending on 
how many of the same symbol appear on the slot machine. This positive feedback loop of 
gaining coin components and upgrading the village stops once the player runs out of spins. 
Following this is a string of six pop-up prompts as seen in Figure 1 below, each asking for 
something from the player in exchange for a combination of additional spins and coin 
components. In this case, four out of six have some connection to Facebook integration. This 
happens, with some possible variations, every time the player reaches zero remaining spins.  
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Fig. 1: Sequence of six pop-up prompts, in order from top left to bottom right, appearing after                 
reaching zero spins. 

 

4.2.1 Village Building Mode 

At the beginning of every level, the Building Mode screen is an empty square on which the                 
player will perform the action of upgrading a total of five structure components: house,              
animal, statue, tree/garden, vehicle (see Figure 2). 
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Fig. 2: The comparison of an empty Village Building Mode screen at the start of a new level                  
and the same screen with all structure components upgraded to level 1. 

 

At the bottom left corner there is a village shop button component that, via player’s action,                
opens the Village Shop game screen (Fig. 3). 

 

Fig. 3: Village Shop game screen. 

 

The short term goal in this mode is every individual upgrade action. The long term goal of                 
this mode is to perform an upgrade action to all five structure components to the maximum                
level of five stars and, upon doing so, the player is rewarded with access to the next level. All                   
upgrade actions cost coin components, and with each succeeding tier, the cost increases. How              
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coin components are acquired will be covered in subsection 4.2.2. If a structure component              
has been attacked and damaged once, the player is required to perform the fix action with coin                 
components before the upgrade action becomes available again. But in the case of the same               
structure component being attacked twice or more before the player takes the action of fixing               
them, they will also be downgraded to the tier below its current one. This interference by                
other players is the underlying source of competitiveness in the game. Without it, there would               
be nothing standing between the player and their goals. We will explore this more in               
subsection 4.2.3. 

Early on, after taking the upgrade action on a number of structure components we found 
ourselves less than 100 000 coin components short of another upgrade action. A pop-up 
prompt appears on the screen (see Appendix) offering 75 000 coin components if we watch an 
ad, which is just slightly above the amount required to afford that last upgrade action . It 
makes it seem as if this is a System Action initiated by a small deficit in resources to reach the 
next milestone after having reached a number of other ones recently. If this is the case, a new 
Dark Pattern emerges, yet undefined. We call this instance an Adaptive Deal, where the 
system recognizes that the player is currently engaged in an activity but requires additional 
resources, offering exactly what the player needs in hopes of the player’s sufficient 
investment in said activity to watch the ad or perform some other requested action.  

Also present in Village Building Mode are store purchase offers, presented to the player in 
pop-up prompts (see Appendix) whenever they attempt to purchase an upgrade action they 
cannot afford. The pop-ups appear in different variations, ranging from the simple and 
straight-forward offer of coin components in exchange for payment to the more purposefully 
marketed store package-deals (see Appendix). Instances of the latter, though different in 
graphic appearance and exact contents, always show the player how much extra value they 
would receive or money they would save if they purchased this particular package. Another 
commonality we find are count-down timers, displaying and updating in real-time the amount 
of hours, minutes and seconds remaining before the offer expires. Despite this implication of 
urgency and eventual loss of value, new manifestations of the exact same pop-up prompts 
persistently appear even after expiration (see Appendix). This indicates the use of ubiquitous 
marketing tactics meant to present the offer as highly attractive, due to its timed exclusivity, 
further strengthened in this case by the framing of it as a way to save money, or earn more for 
the money spent. Considering the cognitive biases laid forward by Mathur et al. (2019), this 
points to an attempt to undermine the player’s agency by appealing to a Scarcity Bias. This 
ubiquitous Dark Pattern will also emerge in the Slot Machine Mode. 

Upon completing all upgrades for the current village, the player moves to the next level and 
starts a new village from nothing. Before this happens though, the player is presented with 
two options appearing on the monitor: “BRAG” or “NEXT”. Selecting the former will either 
prompt the player to connect with the Facebook account or, if they have already done so, to 
post a status update displaying some text pertaining to what was achieved. More interestingly, 
the name of the game is prominently featured in the post along with a picture and link that 
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takes the user to the download page of the game or, in the case they already own it, launches 
the game on the device. The reader is told by the post to “Play now!”, as shown in Figure 4. 

 

Fig. 4: The resulting status update upon selecting “BRAG” after completing a village level. 

 

These characteristics of the post make it into a means for free advertisement through the 
player who posts. The option is presented as a way to share personal progress and 
achievement, but from the perspective of the developers, it equates to marketing for the game. 
This manner of supplanting the player’s expectations for the purpose of the action may be a 
previously undefined Dark Pattern. For the time being, we will call it Incited Marketing. This 
Pattern will also appear in Raid Mode and Attack Mode. This also falls under the definition of 
Social Pyramid Scheme Pattern, as it involves inviting people to play the game. 

When the player is left with insufficient amounts of coin components for upgrading structure 
components, upon pressing the Buy button a pop-up prompt shows an offer for purchasing a 
certain amount of coin components for money. It is a Pay-to-Skip Pattern, since the only way 
to perform an upgrade action is by playing the slot machine and through attack/raid mode, but 
those options are time-gated. 

The Village Building Mode long term goal of performing an upgrade action to all structure 
components to the highest tier, and be rewarded through the progress to the next level, is in 
direct line to the Pay-to-Win Pattern’s goal of purchasing the coin components in store.  

4.2.2 Slot Machine Mode 

There are two Player Actions in this Game Mode: spinning and betting. Increasing the bet to 
double, triple or more grants the player increased rewards via any outcome determined by the 
Slot Machine, including those of Attack Mode and Raid Mode, but cost their multiplicative 
factor in spins. This gives the player the option to reduce their available effective spins in 
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order to potentially score a greater reward for each spin action. This becomes especially 
impactful when it results in a Raid or when trying to reach a Timed Event milestone since, as 
mentioned above, these are also affected by the betting value. The three reel components 
communicate the outcome of a spin action by how many of a particular symbol which they 
stop upon. The goal of Slot Machine Mode is to earn coin components through various means, 
either from the Slot Machine itself or the other Game Modes it may lead to. In other words, 
spin actions are chances to fulfill the Goal of earning coin components in Slot Machine Mode. 
The Timed Events provide continuous short-terms Goals with milestone rewards for playing 
Slot Machine Mode and a long-term goal of a Grand Prize if the player completes every 
milestone Goal in the Event within the allotted time. Timed Events are analyzed separately in 
subsection 4.2.8. 

This Game Mode features mostly systems based on chance, though this is, for the purposes of 
this study, not explored beyond what is relevant to the discussion of Dark Patterns as defined 
by Zagal et al. (2013). A series of System Actions were previously described as occurring, 
one immediately after the other as seen in Figure 1., upon depleting one’s available spin 
actions. In consecutive tests, at least three of these will ask of the player, either directly or 
indirectly, to connect their Facebook account. We observe these as several instances of the 
same core intent expressed by the developers; given the prevalence of Facebook-related 
pop-up prompts relative to others (see Appendix), compliance with these requests appears to 
hold an important value to the developers. Connecting with Facebook allows the player to 
post status updates regarding certain Goals in the game, e.g. the previously mentioned village 
completion brag as well as Attack brag and Raid brag which will be handled separately in 
their own Game Modes. It also makes it possible to invite Facebook friends to play the game 
and participate in competitions/lotteries, the former opening up and broadening the trading of 
card components between players and as already stated in 4.1.1, qualifies as an element of the 
Social Pyramid Scheme Dark Pattern as well as other Social Capital-Based ones. This will be 
explored further in later chapters. The triggering of the pop-up prompts and several of them 
offering more free spin actions (see Appendix), fall into the new Pattern of Adaptive Deal, 
seeing as more spin actions is what will help the player achieve the Goals of this Game Mode.  

The player receives five free spin actions every hour and may amass a total of 50 free spin 
actions this way. That means that the timed system action for receiving any additional spin 
actions beyond that will stop until at least one spin action has been used, meaning that the 
most value for time spent will be achieved when playing the game at least once every 10 
hours. Considering that the timed spin refresh action will stop when the total reaches 50, the 
time following will, in the context of the Goal of this Game Mode, effectively have been 
wasted. The System Action of stopping the spin refresh timer and denying the player any 
value after a set time, thus incentivising scheduled play to optimize the amount of spin actions 
gained passively from it, is an example of Play-by-Appointment Pattern. 

On the topic of buying additional spin actions, this is a player action that may be repeated 
indefinitely provided sufficient real-world monetary resources. Since Slot Machine Mode is 
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the source of every resource in the game, a potentially infinite amount of spins would result in 
the progression through all the currently available content in as few play sessions as the player 
wishes, as well as remaining at three active shield components, making them untouchable via 
attack actions from other players. In short, the continuous purchasing of more spin actions 
will trivialize the entirety of the game. This qualifies by all criteria mentioned by Zagal et al. 
(2013) as the Monetary Dark Design Pattern Pay-to-Win, and by extension when considering 
the shield components, Monetized Rivalries. 

A Goal-Reward dynamic emerges when considering the implications of spin actions as a 
reward for using spin actions, either directly through the Slot Machine or indirectly through, 
for example, finishing a Card Set with card components gained from chest components found 
while in Raid Mode. The reward for achieving many Goals throughout the different Game 
Modes is effectively that the player may play the game more. We will return to this idea of 
‘play-time as reward’ in the Discussion chapter. 

4.2.3 Attack Mode 

This screen is the Building Mode of another player with one difference; the attackable              
structure components of the village are marked with reticle components (see Fig. 5). 

 

Fig. 5: Attack Mode screen. 

 

By performing an attack action against a target player’s structure component, the player             
intends to reach the only goal of Attack Mode: earning coin components. In a broader sense,                
this is a short-term goal rewarding the player with coin components that may be used for a                 
different short-term goal of performing the upgrade action for a structure component. The             
goal-hierarchy begins with coin components, then using those coin components for upgrade            
actions on structure components, eventually being rewarded with progress to the next level             
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upon achieving the goal of upgrading all structure components to the highest tier. When the               
player takes the attack action they can expect one of two outcomes: either a success and                
getting a larger amount of coin components from the targeted structure component, or a fail               
(if the target village is protected by a shield component or a Rhino component), resulting in a                 
smaller amount of coin components yielded. If the player has taken the action of activating a                
Tiger component, the coin component reward is increased by a percentage based on the Tiger               
component’s level. The goal of using the Tiger component is to increase the coin component               
reward for every attack action it is active. The Tiger component cannot damage structure              
components. We will return to this when analyzing Pet Mode in 4.2.6. 

The player has one decision to make regarding actions: either attack a previously damaged              
structure component, indicated by smoke and soot as shown in Figure 5., or an undamaged               
structure component. As briefly mentioned in 4.2.1, an attack action against an already             
damaged structure component will result in that component losing one tier of upgrade. At              
lower village levels, this results in a negligible setback, but at higher levels it results in a great                  
loss to the attacked player as performing the upgrade action on structure components requires              
an increasingly vast amount of coin components which may take hours to gain. Players may               
receive a shield component from Slot Machine Mode that will block one attack. The attacker               
will still be rewarded a smaller amount of coin components in the case of their attack action                 
being blocked, but the attacked player will not lose any progress they have made. In other                
words, the value of the shield component increases with each new village level. A player may                
have three shield components active at any one time. While playing the game, we encountered               
several instances of using all 50 free spin actions without receiving three shield components.              
This resulted in heightened vulnerability during the period of time that we waited for new spin                
actions to try to get another shield component. The random nature of Slot Machine Mode               
technically makes it possible to end a play session without a single shield component, which               
may lead to several hours of progress being lost in higher levels. With this in mind, buying                 
additional spin actions in order to get more shield components in the case of bad luck                
becomes increasingly attractive, pointing to the Monetized Rivalries Pattern emerging as a            
product of the goal of protecting one’s progress from the attack actions of other players. This,                
in combination with the Revenge mechanic, will further increase the number of instances of              
this Dark Pattern.  

When performing the attack action in Attack Mode or digging actions in Raid Mode against               
another player, the attacker will appear in the attacked player’s Revenge List. Whenever that              
player is in Attack Mode (but not Raid Mode), they may choose a player from that list instead                  
of the random one initially presented. Both Raid Mode and Attack Mode require the player to                
follow through on related Player Actions and may not be skipped. Any player will eventually               
find themselves on a number of other players’ Revenge Lists, increasing the likelihood of              
being attacked by them in the future. The lack of control over Slot Machine Mode outcomes                
combined with relatively slim player agency in Attack Mode and Raid Mode, the Revenge              
Mechanic, and the prospect of losing progress play into the Monetized Rivalries Dark Pattern.              
Arguably, it also enforces the element of Play-by-Appointment Dark Pattern mentioned in            
4.2.2, as losing five free spin actions results in fewer chances to get shield components. 

4.2.4 Raid Mode 

This Game Mode again resembles the Building Mode of an opponent but with one distinctive               
addition: there are “x” mark components placed on the ground beside structure components             
indicating buried treasure. The primary goal in this Game Mode is to earn coin components.               
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Another goal is to achieve a “Perfect Raid”. The player is given three attempts to perform a                 
digging action on the four “x” mark components, one being a dummy marker containing              
nothing. Performing a dig action on each “x” mark component yielding coin components             
results in a Perfect Raid. Achieving this will give the player an option to post a status update                  
to their Facebook profile. Just as was explained in 4.2.1, this is another instance of Incited                
Marketing Dark Pattern. In case the Fox component is active, it will carry out an additional                
dig action on the remaining “x” mark component and reward the player with an amount of                
coin components based on the Fox component’s current level. The Fox component is brought              
up in a more focused analysis in 4.2.6. Besides coin components, the player also has a chance,                 
upon performing a dig action, to unearth a chest component that contains card components for               
Card Collection Mode. This would be the third goal of this Game Mode. The player has no                 
influence over which goal they will achieve due to the random nature of Raid Mode. 

4.2.5 Card Collection Mode 

Cards as a component allows the player to unlock pet components, exchange card components 
for other missing card components in card sets, or chest components containing various 
rewards. Completing a card set, which is a collection of nine specific card components, 
rewards the player with free spin actions. Each card component has a star value from one to 
five. One of the long-term goals of the player in this Game Mode is to collect all nine unique 
card components of each card set in order to get free spins as a reward. The short term goal 
would be receiving a single card component which is not a duplicate, which in turn will bring 
the player closer to the long-term goal of completing a particular card set.  Neither of those 
goals are achieved in this Game Mode, but this is where the player may view their progress as 
tracked by system actions.  

 

Fig. 6: Card Collection Mode screen. 

 

In case of stacking a lot of duplicates, and upon reaching village level 24, a new long-term 
Goal is introduced: collecting 75 card component stars across duplicate card components in 
order to use the Cards for Chests mechanic. This allows the player to perform an action of 
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trading their duplicate card components for chest components containing other card 
components or rewards. The Cards for Chests mechanic is limited to one use every 24 hours. 
This is, assuming the player has enough card component stars to utilize it more than once, the 
Play by Appointment Pattern which forces the player to keep track of the timer in order to 
fully benefit from their duplicate card components. The player is also presented with the 
option to pay in order to bypass this cooldown timer. This is a case of Pay-to-Skip Pattern in 
an otherwise inane game feature. 

In addition to free spins, two predetermined card sets unlock the Tiger component and Rhino 
component. In order to unlock the Tiger component, the Beasts card set has to be completed 
and for the Rhino component, the Creatures set. Collecting all nine card components from 
both of those sets and unlocking these pet components are long-term goals in this mode, 
rewarding the player with access to new mechanics in Pet Mode. Since the only way to 
consistently get card components is to purchase card chest components with money or coin 
components, the goal of completing the card sets stands in direct connection with the 
Pay-to-Win Pattern.  

4.2.6 Pet Mode 

This mode is home to three unique pet components: Fox, Tiger and Rhino. Each pet 
component has its own component action in the game which helps the player achieve their 
goals. Pets are unlocked as soon as the player completes a corresponding card set, as 
described in 4.2.5. The Fox component is unlocked when the player reaches village level four. 
The short term goal of in Pet Mode is to have the pet active during conditions under which 
that pet’s unique ability may be used. This results in an additional beneficial effect as a 
reward, depending on which pet is active, and that pet in turn gaining progress towards the 
next level. The long term goal is to perform the upgrade action on the pet components until 
they reach the highest level where their unique abilities benefit the player to the greatest 
degree.  

Pet components are inactive until the player performs the feed action, thus  activating them 
for a set period of time. The player can do so by using one of two types of food components: 
the free food component or the premium food component.  The former is available once every 
24 hours. The downside of this food component is that it keeps the pet active for only 14 
minutes. The latter keeps the pet active for four hours. Although the premium food 
component can be won as a reward, it happens very rarely, leaving the player with little 
choice but to acquire it through the in-game store. This is a Pay-to-Win Dark Pattern where 
the premium food component increases the player’s ability to achieve Goals tied to 
progression in Building Mode, compared to what is possible with the limited free food 
component. We will now look at each pet component separately. 

The Fox component will increase the amount of coin components yielded during Raid Mode 
by a certain percentage. This percentage depends on the Fox component's current level. By 
performing the three available dig actions in Raid Mode, the Fox component will perform its 
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own dig action before earning experience points (in further text - XP), a measure of progress 
towards the next pet component level. XP can also be won in Slot Machine Mode through 
Timed Events or purchased via the in-game store, once again harbinging the emergence of 
Pay-to-Win Pattern. This in context to XP gain applies to every pet component. 

 

Fig. 7: Fox component action. 

 

The Tiger component helps the player earn more coin components in Attack Mode when the 
attack action is taken, regardless of the target player’s shield components or Rhino component 
feed action. It cannot damage the targeted structure component, thus presents no interference 
with the target player’s progress. Without the Tiger component, a player would only gain a 
consolidary amount of coin components if the target player was protected by a shield or Rhino 
component. The Tiger component receives XP by performing their action during Attack 
Mode.  

The Rhino component serves as an unbreakable shield during its activation period. This pet 
component arguably benefits the most from premium food since it bypasses the requirement 
for shields during its active state. Calling back to the increasing value of shield components 
covered in 4.2.3, the Rhino component equals an infinite amount of shield components when 
active, implying by the same rationale as with shield components a strong motivation for 
players to keep the Rhino component active during hours where they are not playing the 
game. The scarcity of free premium food and this being connected to protecting one’s own 
progress from the interference of other players implicates it as an instance of Monetized 
Rivalries Dark Pattern.  

4.2.7 Lottery Wheel Mode 

In Lottery Wheel Mode, the player may perform a spin action on a large wheel component 
divided into eight equal parts, each showing different values of coin components. This is the 
only available Player Action in this Game Mode, where the goal is to be lucky and receive a 
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high reward. The wheel appears to be a strictly graphic representation of some form of 
random number generator determining the outcome, as opposed to having physics-based 
behavior. After spinning the wheel once, a golden wheel takes its place, offering ten times the 
coin component rewards, but the player has to pay in order to access the spin action for it. The 
player receives one free spin action on a cooldown timer of 24 hours for the standard wheel. 
This disparity between ‘high’ and ‘low’ rewards that a player can get, depending on if they 
pay for the spin action for the golden lottery wheel component, points towards the Pay-to-Win 
Pattern. If the player wishes to optimize the value of this Game Mode without paying for 
additional spin actions on the golden  lottery wheel component, they will need to play it as 
soon as the 24 hour cooldown ends, which is a case of Play by Appointment Pattern. 

4.2.8 Timed Events & Competitions 

Not a Game Mode per se but nonetheless a frequently advertised feature in Coin Master. 
There are no specific player actions that are not also required normally in the associated Game 
Mode activity of the Timed Event. As briefly mentioned in 4.2.2, the Events provide new 
goals for the player to strive for, each reward resulting directly or indirectly in coin 
components. In addition to the goals, they also infuse the core gameplay loop with a sense of 
novelty, which may help player retention and engagement over time. Typically they are active 
for three 24 hour cycles. This shallow novelty factor may point towards the emergence of 
another new Dark Pattern. We revisit this in the Discussion chapter. 

Each Timed Event is different in graphical presentation and theming, but they all share the 
same core functions: When playing Slot Machine Mode, there is a progress bar related to the 
event displayed on the slot machine. Fulfilling a specific criteria (e.g. conducting successfully 
attacking and raiding actions, getting three of a unique symbol connected to the event on the 
slot machine) will grant an amount of progress on this bar. When full, the player is rewarded 
with coin components, spins or chest components, and a new milestone replaces the old on the 
bar. They all promise a Grand Prize if the player fulfills every milestone in the event, within 
the time displayed on a constantly ticking countdown timer on the Timed Event screen. As of 
the authoring of this text, the Grand Prize of “Attack Madness” is 60 000 spins. In the event 
of a player beginning to pay their way through an event by purchasing additional free spins, 
they may find themselves intent on reaching the Grand Prize reward given the resources they 
have already invested. This can be found among Mathur et al. (2019) cognitive biases as the 
Sunk Cost Fallacy, and may also apply to the more easily reached milestones leading up to the 
Grand Prize. Again, since more spins increases the likelihood and indeed appears to be the 
only plausible means of reaching the Grand Prize in our testing, this is yet another instance of 
Pay-to-Win Pattern. 

There is a second type of events, referred to here as Timed Competitions. These will feature a 
leaderboard with increasingly valuable rewards the higher the placement. The goal here is to 
place as high as possible on the leaderboard to receive the best rewards. Here we find the 
presence of Monetized Rivalries Pattern. This Pattern emerges from the central role of the 
leaderboard as an indicator of what is required to move up past other players, fighting for 
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better rewards and how purchasing additional spins is the only certain way of standing a 
chance against other paying players. This in turn harkens back to our findings in Slot Machine 
Mode and the progress unlocked by purchasing high amounts of spins. The winner of the 
Competition will not be determined by their skill in playing the game but rather the amount of 
money they are willing to spend on it.  

A unique instance of Timed Competitions was also encountered in the “Friend Zone” 
Competition. Here, players are asked to “invite friends for a chance to win up to 5000 spins” 
(see Figure 8), announcing the long-term goal and immediately qualifying for the Social 
Pyramid Scheme Dark Pattern. One invited friend yields one lottery ticket, which is the 
short-term goal. There is the usual countdown timer, but also two lines of text underneath the 
Friend Zone screen. The second informs that “1 out of 100 tickets will win!”, incentivizing 
players to try to invite at least 100 friends, as this is promised to result in a guaranteed win. 
Participation in this Timed Competition may pose a serious risk to damaging social relations, 
as the player will have to send potentially unwanted invitations to as many friends as possible, 
ideally more than 100, entirely motivated by self-gain. There is a strong possibility that the 
friends in turn, if accepting the invitation and starting to play the game, will see this Pop-up 
Prompt too and consequently participate themselves, emphasizing the Social Pyramid Scheme 
Pattern present. This is further supported by observing that the six subsequently appearing 
Pop-up Prompts displayed in Figure 1., upon depleting one’s available spins features the 
Friend Zone screen. In extension, this will further spread recognition of the game as well as 
exacerbating the risks of damaging player’s social relations outside the game. We derive from 
this the existence of both Incited Marketing and potentially harmful consequences related to 
Social Capital-Based Dark Patterns. 

 

Fig. 8: The Friend Zone Event screen as shown after reaching zero remaining spins. 

 

A unique instance of Timed Events is a store-related one. The “Underwater Magic” screen 
features three primary components, all of which are buttons leading to a reward. The player 
must collect the first reward to access the second, and the second to access the third. The first 
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reward tier is offered for free, and so is the third. The second tier costs money to collect, 
effectively locking the final free reward behind a pay-wall. This of course places the validity 
of the claim that the third one is free under serious doubt since it cannot be accessed in any 
other way than paying for the second tier. In reality, reward tiers two and three could be 
considered the same item. Instead, the presentation of the reward progression acts as 
subterfuge to give the player an impression of greater value, seeing as they only pay for one 
item and receive three. The first one being free may capture the player’s attention and make 
them consider the latter two tiers, which they may never have if the cost of the second was 
divided equally across the three, or all three being grouped up under one price tag. If they end 
up wanting more of what they received in tier one, they may purchase the remaining two for 
what is presented as the price of one. We have not observed any previous definitions of an 
instance such as this, and will thus refer to this new Pattern as Bargain-Framing. (see Figure 
9.) 

 

Fig. 9: “Underwater Magic Deal” screen. 

 

4.3 Previously Defined Dark Patterns in Coin Master 

Here we will list the Dark Patterns found in Coin Master that correspond to one or several                 
categories of Zagal et al. (2013) theoretical framework. 

4.3.1 Temporal Dark Patterns in Coin Master 

There was one instance of Pay-to-Skip found during our analysis. This Pattern emerged in 
subsection 4.2.5 via the arbitrary cooldown action of the Cards for Chests mechanic and the 
option to pay for skipping it. 

There were several instances discovered of Play by Appointment, commonly denominated by 
the presence of a timer. The free spin recharge mechanic pausing at the maximum capacity of 
50 spins (4.2.2), cooldown timers for Cards for Chests (4.2.5) and free pet food component 
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(4.2.6), and Every Timed Event or Competition (4.2.8). it also emerges, but more as a 
supporting factor as mentioned in subsection 4.2.3, from the threat of being attacked by other 
players and losing progress in Building Mode. This may lead to a greater sense of necessity in 
playing at least every 10 hours to not lose any chances of acquiring shield components and 
keeping the village from sitting defenselessly until the next play session. 

As for Grinding though, there were none. This is most likely due to the limit on how many 
times the player may play Slot Machine Mode in a single session before running out of spins, 
and consequently player actions. It is possible to argue that the game as a whole is designed as 
a monotonous grind, the available player actions and decisions being so few and simple while 
most of the game is based on chance that it would be possible for a tailored algorithm to 
execute them just as successfully without player involvement. The progression looping back 
on itself with increasing thresholds, exemplified in the breakdown of subsection 4.2.1, while 
introducing few new mechanics supports this claim. 

4.3.2 Monetary Dark Patterns in Coin Master 

The game is especially burdened with the presence of Pay-to-Win, which applies both in the 
most long-term goal available in the game at any time (reaching the highest village level) and 
the goals present in Timed Events and Competitions. It has already been mentioned in 
subsection 4.2.2, but in short, the player may reach any desired goal by paying for more spins. 
Some actions, such as buying a food component or XP  for one’s pets, are rendered 
meaningless with enough spins. This also being the case for the competitive side of the game, 
the Monetized Rivalries Pattern is also found throughout in connection with the Pay-to-Win 
Pattern. Monetized Rivalries Patterns were present in Timed Competitions with leaderboards, 
as was found in subsection 4.2.8, and in the uncertainty of acquiring shield components to 
defend one’s current Building Mode progress, exacerbated by the Revenge mechanic brought 
up in 4.2.3.  

The Pay-to-Skip Pattern emerges in short term goals when the player wants to skip a certain 
timer such as in Cards for Chests screen, the Lottery Wheel timer and the Slot Machine free 
spins timer. 

There were no observed instances of Pre-Delivered Content Pattern, primarily because the 
player does not pay for the game in the first place. 

4.3.3 Social-Capital Based Dark Patterns in Coin Master 

In subsection 4.2.8, players were asked during the Friend Zone Timed Competition to 
message friends with invitations to the game in order to increase the likelihood of winning a 
prize. This spamming may harm real-life social relations in them being potentially unwanted 
and propagated by a personal acquaintance of the recipient. There is no specific Dark Pattern 
defined by these characteristics, but with the help of the questions in subsection 2.1.3, it is 
still possible to determine instances such as this to be Dark Patterns. 
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Social Pyramid Scheme Dark Patterns were found in direct correlation to Facebook 
connectivity. This applies to any instance where the player is asked to invite friends via 
Facebook to play, made most apparent by the overrepresentation of Facebook-related pop-up 
prompts in the case of Figure 1. 

4.4 New Dark Patterns Found in Coin Master 

Following are the summaries of new Dark Patterns found in the Formal Analysis of Coin 
Master game. 

4.4.1 Adaptive Deal 

As mentioned in 4.2.1, this Pattern emerges in a situation where the player finds themselves               
just below a progression threshold with insufficient resources. The system recognizes what            
activity they are currently engaged in and offers exactly what the player needs in hopes of the                 
player’s investment in said activity motivating them to comply with the offer. In the example               
in 4.2.1, the offer was an amount of coin components for watching an ad. Another instance                
was encountered where the player was offered a large amount of coin components in              
exchange for money to afford the final upgrade action of an expensive building component,              
seemingly determining the amount of coin components offered by the current village level’s             
most expensive upgrade action. Due to a lack of data, this remains inconclusive. 

4.4.2 Incited Marketing 

A Dark Pattern used to gain free advertisement space by a developer or publisher, using their 
players as approximated tools for spreading public recognition about a game. As first 
observed in 4.2.1, the Player Action enabling the Pattern is presented as a way for the player 
to express themselves regarding various in-game Goals, thus undermining their agency by 
establishing false expectations. 

4.4.3 Bargain-Framing 

Observed in the Underwater Magic Deal in 4.2.8, this Dark Pattern indicates a purposefully 
dishonest presentation of a package deal as being partially free.  
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5 Discussion 

To answer the research question “Do previous definitions of Dark Design Patterns apply in              
the contemporary top game by popularity, Coin Master, and what new Patterns have             
emerged?”, Dark Patterns are found in every game mode of Coin Master. Furthermore, we              
observed the invention of at least three entirely new Dark Patterns, which raises questions              
regarding the existence of even more undiscovered ones in other popular Freemium games.             
Following is the table of Dark Patterns identified in Coin Master. 

 

Pattern Name        Identified         New Patterns 

Grinding   

Playing by Appointment               x  

Pay-to-Skip               x  

Pre-Delivered Content               x  

Monetized Rivalries/Pay-to-Win               x  

Social-Pyramid Schemes               x  

Impersonation               x  

Adaptive Deal               x                     x 

Incited Marketing               x                     x 

Bargain-Framing               x                     x 

Table 2: Dark Patterns identified in Coin Master. 

5.1 Temporal Dark Patterns 

It was not altogether unexpected to find Play by Appointment Patterns littered throughout 
Coin Master, given the game’s reliance on timers to restrict interactions and provide ample 
incentive for players to pay their way past them. As was stated to be one of our goals in this 
study, playing the game without spending any real-world currency left us with no other choice 
than to play and subsequently analyze the game only for a short amount of time each day, by 
the game’s own schedule. This in turn emphasizes the prevalence of temporally enforced 
restrictions in our experience with Coin Master. The limitations supported by the Play by 
Appointment Patterns seem to be what underpins the game’s ability to retain player interest, as 
without them, the simplistic and repetitive nature of progression from one village level to the 
next would be made trivial. In other words, by removing any elements relating to Play by 
Appointment Patterns, it leaves nothing but an arbitrary Grind for progress, another Dark 
Pattern which with the presence of the aforementioned was not found during our analysis. 
This apparent dynamic between the two Patterns shows how one may replace the need for the 
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other. A cooldown timer on an action required to progress towards a central goal makes it 
impossible to continuously grind for that goal. Conversely, Grinding for progress is only 
possible for as long as there is no limitation on how many times you may perform a Player 
Action crucial to the grind. While it is plausible to incorporate both in one game activity — 
time-gated grinding — it may produce an experience that is unappealing to new players who 
yet lack the intrinsic motivation to continue playing the game based on how much they have 
played it already, the sense of loss aversion born out of the Sunk Cost Fallacy. 

Another effect of removing any Play by Appointment Dark Patterns is a serious interference 
with the presumed developer interest of earning a revenue from the game since arbitrary 
timers and cooldowns are strong indicators of the presence of Pay-to-Skip/Win Patterns. The 
goals of the game are, following a play session, locked behind a timer or a pay-wall, 
depending on if you are willing to spend money in the game or not. Based on this reasoning, 
we want to argue the existence of a looping Goal-Reward Pattern where the act of playing the 
game becomes the reward for reaching various goals. We will return to this in 5.5. 

On the topic of Sunk Cost Fallacy, this cognitive bias in particular appears in several 
instances of Dark Patterns, but especially those pertaining to variations of Timed Events. 
Since they all revolve around random outcomes of playing Slot Machine Mode and present 
the player with many short-term goals beyond what is usually available, they seem to rely on 
players to monetarily make up for a small deficit in achieving a goal when the Timed Event is 
close to expiring (see 5.5). The cognitive bias is motivated by the progress made in the Event 
thus far, the amount of items required to reach the nearest goal, the urgency implied by the 
remaining time for the Event, and the perceived value of that goal’s reward. If a player 
happens to find themselves two items short of a goal rewarding 400 spin actions with less 
than an hour remaining of the Timed Event and no spin actions left to spare, they may begin 
to weigh their options and compare store prices equivalent to the reward they are so close to. 
In this case, buying 50 spin actions and receiving another 400 presents an opportunity 
yielding an extra 700% worth of value compared to what is available in the store. This would 
be considered a great deal under most circumstances outside the context of the game, though 
the exact circumstances under which it manifests may be seldomly aligned to produce this 
effect. With that said, in Coin Master this situation will, seeing as a new Timed Event tends to 
take the place of the previous one shortly after its expiration, have a chance to reproduce this 
same situation consistently and create a behavioral Pattern in the player to ‘only purchase 
from the store in these cases’ judging by the value and success of previous investments. Thus 
we see the possible exploitation of another cognitive bias, the Anchoring Effect, played upon 
by the dynamic between the in-game store and game’s Goals. This technique may be a new 
Dark Pattern, but as it stands, a more focused research effort may be required in order to 
conclusively determine the validity of these claims. 

We see an emerging inter-play of Temporal and Monetary Dark Design Patterns often 
supported by certain cognitive biases. Introducing a mandatory waiting time between play 
sessions, but including options to effectively skip it may be speculated to be common practice 
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in Freemium games in general, as its inclusion requires only two complementary components: 
A cooldown timer for an action central to game progression and an option to skip it by 
paying. In Coin Master, this concept is further developed to produce certain conditions (e.g. 
what was mentioned in the previous paragraph) that may lead to additional incentives for 
players to spend money in the game in order to reach a Goal by introducing regularly updated 
Goal progression loops via Timed Events. The novelty of reaching new milestones and the 
positive feedback loop experienced through progressing through a fresh Event’s easiest Goals 
with frequent rewards, albeit optional, also aid player retention. This double benefit for the 
developers may explain its application in Coin Master. 

5.2 Monetary Dark Patterns 

Although the Pay-to Skip Pattern is primarily used in short-term Goals in Lottery Wheel 
Mode, Slot Machine Mode, and the Cards for Chests screen in order to skip the timers, that 
Pattern is put in the shade of the broader Pay-to-Win Patterns which is present throughout the 
game as a whole. If we look at the mandatory long-term Goal of the game—progressing from 
one village level to the next—then all short-term Goals and their associated Dark Design 
Patterns become part of this main goal and its one ubiquitous Pattern: Pay-to-Win. Pay-to-Win 
can be used to refer to any part of the game where the player may pay for anything from 
skipping a timer to obtaining more spin actions, even when the isolated dynamic qualifies for 
Pay-to-Skip. Despite every Goal in some way rewarding the player with means of achieving 
other Goals, they are all channeled into the eventual progress towards reaching the next 
village level. For Coin Master, Pay-to-Skip applies only to isolated short-term Goals while 
Pay-to-Win more accurately describes the more overarching characteristics of the 
Goal-Reward-Goal progression. Pay-to-Win and how closely the Pattern relates to consistent 
and reliable progression towards in-game Goals has the power to trivialize the act of playing 
the game at all, since the game’s central factor of luck and uncertainty provides the only form 
of challenge for the player. They are never inhibited by their skill at executing certain actions 
in the game, but instead by time and/or money. This appears to be typical of the Casual 
Gaming genre that Coin Master finds itself within, suggesting a scope of future research on 
the matter. 

5.3 Social Capital-Based Dark Patterns 

Social Pyramid Schemes can be found in every instance of Facebook connectivity, but are 
never as directly made manifest as when the player is prompted by the game to “BRAG”, 
invite friends, or otherwise share the game online. The Friend Zone Event provided the most 
egregious example of it, in a sense bribing players with a chance to win a very valuable prize. 
We return to discuss what we believe to be an intentional, underlying design decision related 
to this and many other cases similar in nature in subsection 5.8. 

At any rate, as stated in 4.3.3, there are other instances relating to Social Capital-Based Dark 
Patterns, judging from the questions asked to help identify them. There are potentially 
harmful consequences in sending unsolicited requests to Facebook friends and in posting 
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frequent status updates shared directly from the game, clogging up the feed of other users. 
Spam is not brought up in Zagal et al. (2013) paper as a Dark Pattern in itself, but is 
nonetheless the best way of describing the contents of these instances. It may point to an 
update on the categorical framework being warranted as these instances were sufficiently 
numerous to validate a review or an expanded catalog of definitions. 

5.4 New Dark Patterns 

The Adaptive Deal Pattern introduces a new form of preying on player engagement in order to 
influence their actions. Offering the player what they are just short on in order to reach a short 
or long-term Goal while the player is currently occupied with an activity relating to it reflects 
an understanding from the developers of the player’s present intent and the likelihood of them 
accepting a minor inconvenience if that means they reach that Goal. Dangling the proverbial 
carrot of reaching a desired Goal before the player, only allowing them to have it in exchange 
for something else, in either case discovered in this study, trading virtual value for real-world 
monetary value in the developer’s favor. Having already depleted one’s spin actions for the 
time being, leaving no other viable means of achieving said Goal robs the player of sufficient 
alternatives to the presented deal, exploiting this lack of options with the only concern being 
paid to player interests motivated out of self-gain. 

Incited Marketing does not monetarily affect the player. Instead, it presents an option to the 
player to share their accomplishments to their friends on Facebook. When shifting perspective 
to that of the developers though, this boils down to marketing, supported by the contents of 
the resulting status update shown in Figure 5. This Dark Pattern emerges when the game 
attempts to use its players’ social media as free marketing space to spread its image to new 
players and grow the player-base, and with it, the number of potentially paying players. 

Bargain-Framing Pattern may not be exclusive to games, but the interactiveness and virtuality 
of its commodities creates conditions where it may be used in new ways unavailable to when 
selling tangible wares. Referring back to 4.4.2, the Dark nature of this Pattern lies in the 
presentation of a deal as being more valuable (in the instance described in 4.2.8, by breaking 
one package into several smaller ones) to incentivise a player action they may otherwise not 
consider. The offer has its components locked behind a condition to acquire the items in the 
previous tiers to gain access. Parts of the deal are framed as being free of charge and others 
not, where progressing past each pay-wall is followed by a free sample as bait. If used in 
longer sequences than observed in Coin Master, it will begin to more and more exploit the 
Sunk Cost Fallacy cognitive bias. In addition to this cognitive bias, the probability of success 
in selling the player the items on offer through these means are fundamentally underpinned by 
the Framing Effect, the Pattern’s namesake. 

5.5 Other Findings 

Having the mandatory Goal reaching the next village level by performing the upgrade action 
on all structure components with coin components—something the player earns as a reward 
through spin actions in Slot Machine Mode—and receiving free spin actions as a reward for 
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reaching that Goal gives the impression that the most valuable reward in the game is to get 
more spins and continue playing. Implications of this will be explored in 5.8. 

A possibility that came to mind during our study was that the possible prevalence of timed or 
cool-down related mechanics, similar to those in Coin Master, may be present in other Casual 
Gaming Freemium mobile games. If a player wants to allot a certain amount of time playing 
mobile games, this might motivate the player to look for and play another game while they 
wait for player actions to become available again in Coin Master. Combining two or more 
such games would eventually provide the player with constant gameplay across games during 
that window of time, circumventing one game’s timers by playing another in the meantime. 
This creates a meta Dark Pattern between different games and may be used in a cooperative 
effort by developers to implement and plan complementary timers across their games, 
effectively sharing a larger player base instead of owning their own exclusive but smaller 
share. It is unclear whether this would increase player engagement overall or even be an 
economically beneficial arrangement though, as developers earn revenue only from their own 
product. Seeing as this idea has not been studied yet, it may prove fruitful upon further 
investigation in future research, possibly opening an entirely new dimension of Dark Design 
Patterns. 

5.6 Limitations & Shortcomings 

As already stated, we may never know what the intentions and motivations behind the 
inclusion of Dark Design in Coin Master, or whether they were intentional. We may only 
derive our findings and their meaning from informed deductions based on the data gathered 
and interpreted. This in no way invalidates the existence of Dark Patterns and the role they 
play in Coin Master, regardless of their emergence being accidental. 

The focus of our research was primarily on the potential negatives of Dark Design Patterns, a 
bias inherited from the study conducted by Zagal et al (2013). We do recognize the fact that 
players seem to enjoy Coin Master extensively, as demonstrated by its top placement on 
Google Play Store by popularity despite the prevalence of Dark Patterns in every aspect of the 
game. It is possible that there is something inherently enjoyable in the interactions with Dark 
Patterns and that without them, a game becomes less engaging for the player. This potentially 
contradicts claims made by this study in terms of the value of the player experience and may 
be an interesting topic for a future study. 

Finally, the research process was restrained by time to a 10 week period which led us to 
eventually narrow our scope to only one game. Considering the amount of data collected from 
Coin Master alone, we may have been able to draw broader conclusions and allude to any 
overarching patterns present within the industry at large with quantifiable data from more 
games. As it stands, we may only speak for the game we analysed and instead encourage 
game researchers to perform bigger studies moving forward. Claims made in regards to 
anything outside the final scope of this study is to be considered speculative. 
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5.7 Summary 

The findings of this study show an abundance and saturation of Dark Design Patterns in the 
currently most popular mobile game on Google Play Store, Coin Master. Besides what was 
previously categorized and defined by Zagal et al. (2013), several new Patterns were 
discovered which indicates a steady innovation over time. The continued identification of 
Dark Design Patterns in games will be important in applying appropriate legal measures 
aimed at games currently without age restriction, and in providing a framework by which to 
navigate games while retaining full player agency.  

5.8 Future research 

Building on what was alluded to in 5.5, we speculate that there is an underlying factor making 
instances such as the Friend Zone Event as effective as they are, and it has to do with rewards. 
In the majority of cases, the player is offered additional spin actions for completing Goals. In 
short, every Goal eventually leads to more spin actions, which in turn leads to more Goals 
reached in a cycle. We brought this up briefly in 4.2.2, the idea of ‘playing the game as a 
reward’. The game is so heavily time-gated that playing the game more becomes a scarce and 
sought-after commodity. This is the mechanism driving the machine, and the reason players 
may be convinced to comply with requests presented in various pop-up prompts from the 
developers in exchange for additional play-time. We believe the implications alone make this 
an important topic for future studies, especially due to the lack of age restriction and overall 
child-friendly aesthetic of Coin Master making children especially vulnerable to its 
manipulative design. 

By the definitions laid forth by Zagal et al. (2013), gambling is not to be considered a Dark 
Pattern. We mentioned this in subsection 2.1.2 and it was outside the scope of our study to 
explore this aspect. With that said, considering that the game is in the process of being banned 
in Germany by the Federal Review Board for Media Harmful to Minors (BPjM) in lieu of 
their monetization practices bordering on gambling, there are good reasons to include it in 
future research on the topic.  

Below the pop-up prompt asking players “Are you sure?”, mentioned in 4.2, a smaller text 
reads, “By continuing I agree that Moon Active may store and process my data in accordance 
with the Privacy Policy” (see Appendix). The subject of data collection ethics may be one of 
the most pressing contemporary issues of our time. What this means in context to playing 
games, and if this is indeed a crucial factor in the inclusion of social media connectivity in 
games may reveal valuable information if explored further.  
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6 Conclusion 

In line with our claims laid forward in the Introduction, many of the Dark Design Patterns 
defined by Zagal et al. in 2013 are still found abundantly in Coin Master. With the addition of 
new Dark Patterns, it also confirms our beliefs of this mobile game and possibly others 
innovating in the utilization of Dark Patterns. The tactics related to the Patterns found in Coin 
Master draw upon the ability to set up very specific conditions under which the player may be 
affected by the game’s design to coax from them certain actions or behaviors, often related to 
the in-game store in some manner. Monetized Rivalries and Pay-to-Win Patterns being so 
abundant and central to the game’s goals and progression tells us that the developers are 
willing to give players the ability to effectively trivialize the entirety of their play experience 
in exchange for monetary gain, which is an unfortunate state of affairs. 

Understanding Dark Patterns and being able to recognize them will dramatically increase the 
player’s ability to avoid exploitation, perhaps even refusing certain games altogether if too 
great a number of recurring instances are identified. We hope the success of our study in 
finding and cataloguing Dark Patterns using Formal Analysis may stand to inspire the same 
breakdown and scrutinous observation of other games. Furthermore, in regards to current 
discussions, such as that of the BPjM in Germany, it provides a foundation for a framework of 
determining a standardized ethical model for age classification, and more. We still believe in 
a future where an equivalent exchange of money and experience will be a guiding principle in 
game development, a future of transparency, trust, and respect. 
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Appendix  

 

Pop-up Prompt 

1. For offering the privacy policy and option of playing via Facebook (e.g. playing with               
friends) or as a guest 

2.  CONGRATULATIONS! : for receiving coins and spins 
3.  ROYAL PACK:  80% discount with an expiring timer of 11:42 hours 
4. SPRING SAVINGS: for 95kr, EXP in 40min., one-time option, 350% more            

components 
5.  FRIENDS: new ways to connect 
6. NEED MORE SPINS?: invite friends to get 40 spins; two options: via messenger or               

direct via Facebook 
7.  INSTAGRAM follow:  
8.  VILLAGE NEWS: shows who attacked/raided me and when 
9.  GIFTS: we can send spins to our friends 
10.  TWITTER: follow 
11.  OFFER: 45kr for extra wheel spin or wait 24h 
12.  CONTACT SUPPORT: (when declining purchase), having problems purchasing? 
13.  VILLAGE SHOP: buying components and fixing the damaged/pillaged ones 
14.  WATCH A VIDEO: for a certain amount of coins 
15.  ATTACK MADNESS: TIGER TIME: 17 min to collect 8 tigers 
16.  BUY SNACKS for fox the pet, new food for 4:35h 
17. TIGER TIME challenge by collecting tiger icons on a slot machine; each level more               

tigers to collect for bigger prizes; tigers can be obtained by 3 same icons on the slot                 
machine or by finishing the attacks/raids 

18.  VILLAGE COMPLETED: when complete all the components of one village 
19. FREE WOODEN CHEST: when reaching new level/village; opening the          

chest-receiving two cards 
20.  OUT OF SPINS?: +80 spins for 54,99kr 
21.  FARMER SUPER PACK: limited for 5 min. 
22.  WATCH A VIDEO: and get +1 spins 
23.  CONNECT WITH FACEBOOK: +50 spins, 1M coins 
24.  GET DAILY GIFTS: enter your email to get free gifts 
25.  THANK YOU!: confirmation popup for submitting the email 
26. ATTACK PACK: activate tiger and gain more coins during attacks, buy now for              

65,00kr, EXP in 15 min. 
27. CARDS TRADING GROUP: after closing the cards mode, an invitation to join the              

Facebook group to exchange cards, win rewards 
28. GOOD JOB: for completing pets cards, rewarding 50 spins 
29. PAWFECTION PACK: EXP in 6h, available 1/1; a new challenge to collect paws             

icons to get rewards (like a tiger previously) 
30. DRAGON PACK: EXP in 5 min, get 425% more 
31. VILLAGE 10: achievement pack, EXP in 10 min; 54,99kr 
32. REWARD CALENDAR: daily rewards through one week 
33. CONGRATS!: A coupon for 100% more spins or coins purchases 
34. DREAM PACK: 475% more, EXP in 15:45h  
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35. GIFTS: Free spins. Free Coins and Cards from friends. Here a player collects and              
sends back the spins, coins or cards to friends. 

36. DIAMOND HEIST: Master offer, having various deals of which the first one is for              
free. By clicking the deal a player reveals a part of a picture behind.  

37. DIAMOND TOURNAMENT: campaign rewards for collecting the diamonds, EXP in          
15:04h  

38. CARDS FOR CHESTS: Unlocks at village 24; enables the player to exchange            
duplicate cards for chests with various rewards 

39. SUPERSTAR PACK: 475% more, EXP in 5 min. 
40. STORE: spins, chests, coins 
41. WILD FOR WORK!: campaign rewards for collecting the wrench keys, EXP in            

19:53h 
42. UNDERWATER MAGIC: revealing the background picture challenge 
43. CARDS BOOM: get 50%  more cards from chests offer for buying chests, EXP in 2h 
44. FIESTA PACK: 500% more, EXP in 4:40h, available 1/1, for 95kr 
45. VILLAGE 30 ACHIEVEMENT PACK: EXP in 10 min, one time only, x6 value, for              

139kr 
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